CORPORATE WATER DISCLOSURE GUIDELINES

Purpose

Many companies want to share and get feedback on their water stewardship efforts with stakeholders, but don’t know how. The Guidelines offer a common approach - relevant to a range of industries - for companies to meaningfully and consistently report water information to stakeholders.

Business benefits

1. Understand your water risks, opportunities, and impacts
2. Demonstrate good practice and commitment to stakeholders
3. Establish dialogue, trust, and accountability with stakeholders

What key water metrics should you report?

- Water withdrawals in water-stressed areas
- Percent of facilities with a compliance violation
- Percent of facilities adhering to water-quality standards
- Water intensity in water-stressed areas

ceowatermandate.org/disclosure
The **Framework** above depicts the range of information you might consider reporting. It also serves as a guide for how to structure the information you report.

**How can you put this information to use?**

- Serve as a component of broader sustainability reports
- Inform your company’s financial filings
- Augment information on your company website
- Be a starting point for dialogue with your stakeholders

**New to water?**

The Guidelines are designed to support both leaders AND learners. They help companies with limited water experience get started with their water stewardship and disclosure practice.

Ready to start reporting? Use the Guidelines at: [ceowatermandate.org/disclosure](http://ceowatermandate.org/disclosure)